I have eight children. The eldest is 20 and the youngest is three years old. I have two girls studying
and two boys studying. The three boys who aren’t at school don’t have any work. Since the
dredgers arrived there is no longer a price for ‘the poor’. Normally everyone buys according to
their pocket, but today there is no longer a reduction – no negotiation. Prices went up. Life has
become more and more difficult. Since prices went up I started to work double. Now I look for
firewood and I sell it. I sell sombe (green leaves) and a bit of flour. I work more to adapt. I force
myself from day to day to adapt to this life but it’s difficult. It’s difficult.

Photo: Global Witness

Basa Kubali, age 47
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Executive summary
An estimated $28 billion worth of gold lies under
the soil in eastern Democratic Republic of Congo
(hereafter Congo).1 But the country’s gold wealth,
the majority of which is artisanally mined, has long
been ill-used. Preyed upon by armed groups, bandits
and corrupt elites the revenues generated by eastern
Congo’s artisanal gold sector have all too often funded
corruption or fuelled abuses and violent conflict
rather than helping to relieve the region’s poverty.
Global Witness’ investigation into a recent gold rush
along the Ulindi River in Shabunda territory in eastern
Congo reveals the extent of the problems that beset
the region’s artisanal gold sector. The Ulindi boom
generated more than a tonne of gold per year, worth
around $38 million,2 whose beneficiaries included
armed groups and a predatory Chinese-owned
company, Kun Hou Mining, rather than the local
population.
Global Witness research reveals that Kun Hou Mining
paid Raia Mutomboki armed groups operating along
the banks of the Ulindi $4,000 and gave them two
AK-47 assault rifles in order to secure access to rich
gold deposits on the river bed. Kun Hou Mining ran
four semi-industrial river dredging machines along the
Ulindi in the boom. Members of the same armed groups
also earned up to $25,000 per month by regularly taxing
the workers on locally-made dredgers who were doing
the dangerous job of manually sucking up gold from
the river bed.3 Up to 150 of these manually operated
dredgers worked along the river at the height of the
rush. South Kivu officials charged with oversight of the
province’s artisanal gold sector appeared to defend
Kun Hou Mining rather than enforce Congolese law and
hold the company accountable for its illegal activity.
In some cases, the same authorities worked handin-hand with armed men and women from Raia
Mutomboki armed groups to illegally tax artisanal
gold diggers, in violation of Congolese law. Mining
authorities in Bukavu, the regional capital, falsified
declarations of origin for the small quantities of
Shabunda’s artisanal gold that were officially
exported in order to obscure its origins, which are
considered “high risk” by international standards.

Global Witness has seen documents that show that
at least 12kg of Ulindi gold that had benefited armed
groups was exported by a South Kivu gold trading
house to its sister company in Dubai.4 But the majority
of the boom’s gold – and taxes levied on it – have
disappeared, almost certainly smuggled out of the
country. South Kivu’s provincial accounts for 2014 and
2015 show no evidence of a gold rush. The gold boom
left Shabunda town almost as it found it: a deprived
enclave with no roads, running water or electricity
and its people suffering grinding poverty.
Gold booms are not uncommon in Congo and
Shabunda is not an isolated case: four-fifths of eastern
Congo’s artisanal miners work in the gold sector.5
Semi-industrial dredging companies, often Chineseowned, have been accused by Congolese provincial
officials and others of not paying taxes and smuggling
gold out of the country in other parts of eastern
Congo.6 Hundreds of millions of dollars of artisanally
produced gold from the country’s east – which may
have fuelled human rights abuses and violence –
end up on global markets each year, often passing
through transit countries such as Uganda, United
Arab Emirates (UAE) and Switzerland.7 Ultimately the
gold ends up in products like jewellery and electronic
circuit boards sold around the world.
Shabunda’s gold rush could have played out very
differently. Since 2010 companies all along gold
supply chains have had access to international
guidance developed by the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the United
Nations (UN). This guidance helps them source and
trade gold from high-risk areas like Shabunda in a
responsible way. Companies operating in Congo’s gold
sector have been legally required under Congolese
law to implement the OECD guidance since 2012.
Recent Chinese industry due diligence guidelines for
responsible mineral supply chains,8 based on the OECD
guidance, provide directions and advice for companies
like Kun Hou Mining to help ensure that their operations
are not linked to abuses. Guidelines introduced in the
UAE in 2012 make clear that all Dubai Multi Commodities
Centre members and non-members should manage
their supply chains according to the OECD principles.

3
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In order for these reforms to translate into meaningful
changes in conflict-affected and high risk areas like
Shabunda, governments must hold companies and
public officials involved in abuses to account.

Eastern Congo’s artisanal gold production should
benefit Congolese people and the state rather than
armed men and predatory companies. For this to
happen:

Companies either producing or internationally trading
Shabunda’s gold did not implement these supply
chain due diligence standards. Those companies
operating in Congo acted in direct contravention
of Congolese supply chain due diligence laws,
which Congolese authorities failed to enforce. As a
consequence, gold that benefitted armed men and
a company operating illegally was left unchecked and
traded internationally. Meanwhile the boom and its
accompanying huge influx of gold diggers put pressure
on already scarce resources in Shabunda town,
pushing up food prices and leaving many local people
unable to make ends meet. At the same time, mining
authorities in Shabunda town ran an illegal taxation
racket and, where gold was officially taxed, failed to
deposit revenues with the Provincial government.
This money is badly needed: in 2014 the town’s only
hospital recorded 535 cases of malnutrition.9

The Congolese government must hold provincial
officials to account where they neglect their duties
related to the artisanal gold sector or operate illegally.
Companies operating illegally in Congo, such as
Kun Hou Mining, should be investigated, and where
evidence of wrongdoing is found, prosecuted.
Companies at all stages along global gold supply
chains must implement the OECD due diligence
guidance on responsible mineral supply chains.
This includes publishing an annual report detailing
the risks found in their supply chain and the measures
taken to reduce these.

Photos: COSOC-GL

States have an obligation under international law to
ensure companies respect human rights.10 As such,
they must legally require companies under their
jurisdiction to undertake OECD standard supply

Mortality rates are high for artisanal dredge workers along the Ulindi River, where drowning, collapsing river banks and poor air
supply while diving for gold are occupational hazards. Divers seeking gold dive metres down into the river’s fast-flowing brown
water for hours at a time, their oxygen provided by a flimsy plastic tube held between their teeth that is attached to the barge
above water. A local hospital worker described how divers would often be killed when large logs rolling along the riverbed with
the current catch them off-guard, trip them up and disconnect them with the dredging machine and their air tube.

4
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Figure 1

Shabunda town, the eponymous hub of Shabunda territory, cannot be accessed by vehicle. Considered an “enclave”, the town
has no running water or electricity: generators provide current for the few who can afford it.

chain due diligence, and must effectively monitor
its implementation.11 Companies that fail to meet
international supply chain due diligence standards
laid out by the OECD must be held to account.
Artisanal miners operating in eastern Congo must be
properly supported by the Congolese government.
SAESSCAM, the Congolese state agency charged with
oversight of the artisanal sector, must be urgently
reformed or else disbanded.
Finally, donor governments should support diplomatic
and development initiatives to promote responsible
sourcing and support the Congolese government in
establishing sustainable livelihoods for communities
in areas where natural resources are extracted.
Nascent and still localised efforts to formalise and
manage artisanal gold supply chains should be
supported and encouraged by governments and the
private sector.12

Methodology
Global Witness engages with companies, governments and
other partners around the world to tackle the issue of natural
resource-funded conflict. For the past 15 years we have reported
on the links between the trade in minerals and armed conflict in
eastern Democratic Republic of Congo, working with Congolese
civil society, policy-makers and business leaders to develop
practical solutions.
Global Witness undertook research in Shabunda town, the
eponymous hub of South Kivu’s Shabunda territory, on two
occasions in 2015 and conducted further interviews in Bukavu,
South Kivu’s provincial capital, on three separate occasions in
2014 and 2015. In total we interviewed over 80 people involved in
the gold boom that erupted along Shabunda’s Ulindi River in 2013.
Interviewees included gold divers, dredge workers, traders and
businesspeople brought to Shabunda town by the gold rush as
well as local residents, authorities and civil society. We also spoke
to a whistle-blower from Kun Hou Mining.
An excellent August 2015 publication by the Great Lakes civil
society platform COSOC-GL (the Coalition of Civil Society
Organisations in the Great Lakes Region) raised several important
and unanswered questions about the Ulindi gold boom and has
proved a comprehensive resource. 13

5
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South Kivu sits on the Democratic Republic of Congo’s
second-richest gold deposit.14 The artisanal gold
sector has long been an important source of jobs
and income for the province’s population, providing
employment for tens or even hundreds of thousands
of South Kivutians since the end of the Congo Wars
(1996 – 2003). Across eastern Congo, four-fifths of
artisanal miners are estimated to work in the gold
sector.15 In the last two years alone South Kivu has
officially exported tens of millions of dollars’ worth
of artisanal gold16 – a figure that would be higher
still if the province’s entire artisanal gold production
left Congo through official channels. Using the best
publicly available data, Global Witness estimates that
in 2014 up to 94% of Congo’s artisanal gold continued
to leave the country illegally.17
But rather than contributing to the province’s much
needed development South Kivu’s artisanal gold wealth
has long been ill-used, often as a source of funding
for rebel groups, and has contributed to local- and
national-level fighting. Armed groups in eastern Congo
are motivated by many factors, including long-standing
political tensions, ethnic grievances and disputes over
land. Not all groups or armed individuals in the region
prey on the mineral trade although for those that do
minerals can be a lucrative source of revenue.18
Former President Laurent Désiré Kabila smuggled gold
from South Kivu across Lake Tanganyika to Tanzania
when he was a rebel fighter during the 1960s and 1970s.19
Foreign armed groups such as the Forces Démocratiques
de Libération du Rwanda (FDLR) have exploited the
province’s gold and other resources to generate income
for over a decade.20 In gold trading towns like Kamituga
and Lugushwa artisanal gold mining is preyed upon by
rogue elements of the national army21 and terrified gold
traders live in fear of armed attack.22
Not all of South Kivu’s artisanal gold mines and supply
chains are linked to fighting. Weak provincial oversight
of the artisanal gold trade and significant losses to
smuggling often mean that networks of predatory
companies, armed groups and corrupt state officials
reap the greatest benefit. The people of South Kivu
receive little in comparison.

Weak provincial oversight of the artisanal gold
trade and significant losses to smuggling often
mean that networks of predatory companies,
armed groups and corrupt state officials reap
the greatest benefit. The people of South Kivu
receive little in comparison.”
Recent international efforts to reform eastern
Congo’s artisanal minerals sector have so far failed
to penetrate the gold sector. Although reforms have
begun to change eastern Congo’s tin, tantalum and
tungsten supply chains, many remain exposed to
armed predation and corruption.23
In 2013 a new gold rush began along a section of the
Ulindi River running through Shabunda territory,
enticing thousands of people to the territory’s
eponymous town. Although inaccessible by road,
young students and experienced gold diggers walked
or hitched motorbike rides from as far away as Angola
and Tanzania,24 lured by potentially lucrative work.
With them came business men and women, restaurant
owners and itinerant workers looking for jobs – all
attracted by the boom.
The gold rush also attracted others with less
straightforward motivations – and the provincial
authorities welcomed them.

Photo: COSOC-GL

1

Shabunda’s gold boom –
a good news story gone wrong

Up to 150 manually operated dredgers like the one pictured here
worked along the Ulindi River at the height of the gold rush.
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How artisanal dredging works – one diver’s account
“The water is very dark and there is a lot of shadow.
You can’t see … we don’t have the means to work, like
in Europe where they use torches in the water – if we
had those we could see. We have a system of working
with our hands. You close your eyes. All we know is that
there is a lot of sand. Sand, big rocks! I move this, I get
rid of that, and if there’s nothing there you start again.
I take my pipe and I start sucking up sand, pa, pa ...

We have a system when we work: the dredgers are
equipped with a machine we call a ‘drome.’ The
sand goes through the drome [on the barge above
the water]. You make it with planks of wood. You
put a sort of mat here…and you, the diver, are
down there, sucking out the sand, which comes
up the pipe. The sand falls back into the water.
The gold stays there on the mat.

You work with weights [to keep you underwater].
You usually carry 25kg or 30kg, but the locals here
use their own system using cables with bags that
you fill with sand. They help us go down and come
up. When you are using bags, you have to put your
foot on them to support them underwater. But if
you have lead weights on your back you can work
more easily....because it turns you into something
like a big rock. You become impossible to move! We
have masks, diving equipment… those [wet] suits.

The assistants [on the barge above the water], they
see [what comes out], they take a look. If there’s
gold, they are the ones who point it out, but you
are the one in the water. Then they tug those pipes
there. They tug them three times. Kish, kish, kish...
That’s the signal. The moment they see gold [in the
sand]... You have to stay where you are working.

Often, when you dive down, you find rocks, sand,
and when you start boring into the sand, you go
straight through it with the tip of the pipe. The pipes
from the dredgers are under high pressure, they
suck up the sand. They are suction tubes. Divers like
us guide the tip. It is shaped like a beak… it sucks
up the sand, sometimes there are holes made by big
stones. It can happen. Sometimes bits like that can
cause an injury. You often get hit by stones, and they
can give you a bruise.
Sometimes there are five or six divers, each with
his pipe, his beak, me here, him there, you over
there. You start, you drill holes… The sand can
be three metres deep and from there you start
working, you start sucking it up.

The case of Kun Hou Mining – a predatory
company that made off with the gold
Kun Hou Mining, a company owned by Chinese
nationals arrived in 2014 and went on to install four
semi-industrial mechanised river dredging machines
on the Ulindi. Manned by Chinese technicians the 25
metre long dredges ploughed up and down the river
reaping alluvial gold via a conveyor belt fixed with
up to 60 iron buckets, each of which scoop out sand
containing gold from the river bed.26

And after that, when the machinery operators cut
the motor, the divers’ assistants come and start
pulling out the matting. They start shaking it…
then you put water on it, you start beating the
matting like this, pa, pa, pa. The water runs off,
leaving the gold.
Afterwards, it goes like this: you take it and you put
it in a bowl, and you take the mercury... you pour
it in and you start to move it like this... and the
mercury collects the gold. It only collects the gold,
and when it has collected the gold it forms a block
like this.”
The large quantities of mercury deposited in the
river as part of the gold dredging process are
feared to have negative impacts on people’s health
and the river ecosystem.25

However, in its rush to access the Ulindi’s gold wealth
Kun Hou Mining knowingly broke Congolese mining
laws and the international supply chain standards
that the company was party to. Their actions funded
armed groups, contributing to local instability in
the process. The majority of the gold the company
produced disappeared (presumed smuggled out of
the country) rather than being exported officially,
therefore depriving the province and state of muchneeded taxes. In the words of one local person, “the
dredgers haven’t brought us anything. For us the
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population, there isn’t any change, life is as it was
before.”27
In order to secure access to the river’s gold Kun Hou
Mining illegally paid thousands of dollars to armed
individuals calling themselves Raia Mutomboki (see
Section 2) who operated along the banks of the Ulindi.
Raia Mutomboki are loosely coordinated groups of
armed men and women who, at the movement’s
inception, professed to defend the local population in
particular, against Rwandan rebels (see “Who are the
Raia Mutomboki?” box).
A document obtained by Global Witness shows that
in 2014 Kun Hou Mining provided four armed Raia
Mutomboki factions, going by the names Raia Mutomboki
Sadiki, Bwandudu, Kimba and Kimusi, with AK-47 assault
rifles, communications equipment and food supplies.
In a February 2015 letter from the four Raia Mutomboki
groups they confirmed receipt of $4,000 and two AK-47
assault rifles from Kun Hou Mining for “collaboration
and installation of their [gold dredging] machines” (see
Figure 2). The letter, addressed to Kun Hou’s Franck
Menard, also shows that the armed men received 24
Motorola walkie-talkies and four packets of biscuits.

The Kun Hou gold: for militias,
against the people
The Kun Hou semi-industrial river dredgers mined the
Ulindi for gold for at least nine months in 2014 and 2015.
Two of the company’s dredgers were still active along
the Ulindi in March 2016. Documents produced by the
company and held by the provincial office of the state
mining agency SAESSCAM state that their four machines
produced 14kg of gold during this nine month period.30
But using additional production data obtained by Global
Witness and information on dredge production from a
source close to the company, Global Witness estimates that
the company’s machines produced far more – up to 390kg
of gold in the same nine months, bringing the value of
Kun Hou’s gold production to $15 million for that period.31
At these volumes, Kun Hou’s Ulindi gold should
have generated hundreds of thousands of dollars

Photo: Desiree Ruppen, BGR

According to the document, the two AK-47 rifles had
been handed over to the armed men at Kun Hou’s base
in Shabunda. The letter goes on to request prompt
delivery of a further two AK-47s, which had according
to the document been promised by Franck Menard.

The letter is supported by other evidence. Two
individuals in Shabunda town with knowledge of
the matter said that representatives of the company
had made cash payments to the armed men.28 Other
eyewitnesses in Shabunda town said that they had
seen the fighters using the Motorola walkie-talkies
in the forest. According to an official source and
Shabundan civil society, Kun Hou Director Michael
Wang met with armed men in the forest around the
Ulindi on several occasions.29 Kun Hou Mining did not
respond to several requests for comment.

Aerial view of the Ulindi River: several dredgers are moored along the left-hand bank.
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Figure 2

A February 2015 letter from four Raia Mutomboki groups confirmed receipt of $4,000 and two AK-47 assault rifles from Kun
Hou Mining for “collaboration and installation of their [gold dredging] machines”. The letter, addressed to Kun Hou’s Franck
Menard, also shows that the armed men received 24 Motorola walkie-talkies and four packets of biscuits.
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Who is Kun Hou Mining?
Kun Hou has had close ties to top South Kivu
provincial officials from the beginning. In July
2013, Kun Hou Mining held a private meeting with
South Kivu’s Governor at his residence to get his
“blessing” to work in the province.32 Then, the
company’s operations were formally inaugurated
in Shabunda town in September 2014 by a
delegation of senior provincial mining officials.33
Michael Wang, a 44 year old Chinese national, runs
Kun Hou Mining in Congo and is also a director of
parent company Kun Hou Mining Group in Uganda.
The Congolese and Ugandan companies appear to
be part of the same group as Shijiazhuang Kun Hou
Trading Limited Company registered in mainland
China.34
Others involved with Kun Hou in Congo include 64
year old French national Franck Menard who is a
minority shareholder in Kun Hou in Congo and is
referred to as both an “advisor” and a “partner”
of Kun Hou Mining on company documents.
Another French national also undertook initial
scoping work for Kun Hou Mining in Shabunda in
2014, according to a source close to the company.35
Global Witness contacted Michael Wang three
times with the allegations made in this report.
Mr Wang did not reply. Global Witness’ attempts
to contact Franck Menard were unsuccessful.
The legality of Kun Hou’s presence along the
Ulindi River is highly questionable. During 2014

for the province in export taxes alone. Based on
Global Witness’ estimates of the company’s dredging
operations, Kun Hou should have paid official taxes of
at least $300,000 a year for the gold it produced.44 It
is likely that the majority of Kun Hou’s gold has been
traded illegally.45 Taking in to account other provincial
and national taxes that Kun Hou appears not to have
paid, the total amount of revenue lost to both South
Kivu and the state is likely to be much higher.
Kun Hou claims that “all the production [of gold]
we were preparing for export” was stolen by the
enraged local population in June 2015.46 This claim is

and 2015 Kun Hou owned up to four mechanised
dredging machines that operated along the river in
Shabunda. In July 2013 Kun Hou signed a two-year
operational agreement with Muka, a Congolese
company.36 Using Muka’s company name, Michael
Wang signed at least four operational agreements
with local mining cooperatives based in Shabunda
town,37 which committed the cooperatives to
produce gold exclusively for Muka (in reality
Kun Hou).38
But according to the company’s statute, a copy of
which is held by Global Witness, Kun Hou was only
registered by Kinshasa’s Companies House (Guichet
Unique de Création d’Entreprise) on 27 January 2015
– almost six months after its official inauguration in
South Kivu and a full 18 months after it signed its
first operational agreement with Muka.39 In 2015
Kun Hou lodged an official application in Kinshasa
to become a gold trading house.40
Further, Global Witness and Congolese civil society
have identified several areas where Kun Hou’s
operations do not meet the requirements laid out
in the 2002 Congolese Mining Law. For example,
Kun Hou was allowed to operate without the
correct permits,41 in violation of national working
codes42 and in collaboration with armed men. It
was even encouraged by the former provincial
Minister of Mines Adalbert Murhi to send its gold to
a Bukavu trading house that had not renewed its
trading licence for 2014 or 2015.43

supported by South Kivu’s former Minister of Mines,
Adalbert Murhi ,47 and South Kivu’s Governor, Marcellin
Cishambo.48 Global Witness’ research reveals this is
not true. Kun Hou Mining did export Ulindi gold and
that state mining authorities knew it.

Letting them get away with it
Throughout Global Witness’ research into the Ulindi’s
boom, South Kivu’s (now former) Minister of Mines
and members of his team publicly supported Kun
Hou’s claim that they had not exported any of their
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Ulindi gold because all that was produced prior to
June 2015 had been stolen from the company’s base
in Shabunda. Global Witness holds a copy of a letter
from South Kivu’s Governor addressed to Congo’s
national Minister of Mines in the capital Kinshasa that
states that all but two kilograms of Kun Hou’s gold
was carried off by the local population in June 2015
when they attacked the company’s base over the
death of a local miner.49
But in early 2016 South Kivu’s provincial authorities
changed their story. In another official letter written in
early 2016 by Michel Liete, head of South Kivu’s Mining
Division, and addressed to the national Minister of
Mines (copying South Kivu’s Governor and new Minister
of Mines), Mr Liete lays out Kun Hou Mining’s production
by gram as recorded by mining authority SAESSCAM
between October 2014 and May 2015. He goes on to
confirm that Kun Hou’s partner Muka sold around 12kg
of gold, worth just under half a million dollars, to Alfa
Gold, a gold trading and export house in Bukavu, the
provincial capital.50 Alfa Gold’s only export destination
for 2014 and 2015 was Dubai (see Section 3).
The law in South Kivu requires an agent from the
Centre d’Evaluation, d’Expertise et de Certification
(CEEC) to be present in order to value and counter-sign
all gold purchases made by registered gold trading
and export houses in Bukavu. The CEEC reports on
these sales to the Minister of Mines.
It is unclear why provincial authorities maintained the
claim that Kun Hou’s gold had been stolen when at the
very least the Mining Division must have been aware of
the transactions between Kun Hou Mining and Alfa Gold.
As early as 2014, Congolese activists were raising
the alarm about the “chaos” along the Ulindi. In
an August 2014 letter to the national Minister of
Mines in Kinshasa, Shabundan NGO OBACOFOSHA
(Organisation de Base pour la conservation des forêts
de Shabunda) described how “the Chinese” from
Kun Hou Mining had signed agreements with Raia
Mutomboki armed men to secure access to the gold
and called for a suspension of gold dredging activity
along the river. 51
Despite its alarming contents the letter written by civil
society did not prevent provincial authorities from
celebrating the arrival of the firm in Shabunda the
following month. Kun Hou’s machines continued to
dredge the river bed for gold.
It was not until 2015 that authorities in Kinshasa
voiced concerns about what was going on along

the Ulindi River. In March and again in June 2015
Congolese Prime Minister Matata Ponyo wrote letters
to the Governor of South Kivu instructing him to
immediately halt to all gold dredging operations along
the river due to high radioactivity levels in the Ulindi
River.52 But the South Kivu government failed to act
and Kun Hou continued its work.
In July 2015 the Governor of South Kivu finally issued
a provincial decree ordering all dredging along the
Ulindi to stop.53 But even this decree does not appear
to have been enforced for either Kun Hou or the
artisanal dredgers.
When a local human rights defender denounced
continued dredging on the Ulindi in an August 2015
broadcast on Shabunda’s local radio station, he was
temporarily detained by the Congolese army.54 The
same radio station had been taken off air earlier that
year for criticising the gold rush on the river.55
Following a report by Great Lakes civil society group
COSOC-GL, Congo’s national Minister of Mines Martin
Kabwelulu instructed Kun Hou Mining’s dredges
and gold production to be immediately seized by
provincial authorities in October 2015,56 but this did
not happen either. In March 2016 two eyewitnesses
in Shabunda confirmed to Global Witness that Kun
Hou’s dredges were still active on the Ulindi.57 Shortly
before publication of this report, Congolese civil
society activists denounced activities along the river
once again.
It is unclear why South Kivu’s Governor and former
Minister of Mines have maintained such a strong
defence of Kun Hou. In a December 2015 letter the
Governor told the national Minister of Mines that
seizing Kun Hou’s dredges “would be detrimental
to the interests of the State”.58 South Kivu’s former
Minister of Mines told Global Witness in a November
2015 meeting that the company’s activities were
“irregular” but not “illegal”.59 Given the company’s
repeated breaches of Congolese law, support for
armed groups and total exploitation of the Ulindi’s
gold wealth, the actions of the provincial government
and authorities in South Kivu raise significant
questions about their underlying motivation.
Further, the failure of South Kivu’s authorities to
enforce national and provincial laws, allowing a
predatory Chinese company to reap the benefits of
Shabunda’s gold boom, gravely undermines domestic
and international efforts to clean up eastern Congo’s
gold supply chains.
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Who are the Raia Mutomboki?
Raia Mutomboki, “outraged citizens” in
Kiswahili, are loosely coordinated groups
of local armed men and women who, at the
movement’s inception, professed to defend the
local population in particular, against Rwandan
rebels.60 Not all Raia Mutomboki groups
continue to work towards this aim.
At least four of the armed factions operating
along the Ulindi under the Raia Mutomboki
banner in 2014 and 2015 used the river’s gold to
fund themselves. The ultimate ideological goal of
these groups was unclear to several local people
interviewed by Global Witness. The leadership
and names of Raia Mutomboki groups operating
in Shabunda territory have changed, sometimes
in fairly quick succession, as leaders disarm, are
killed, form new alliances or move location.
The groups appear to operate independently
rather than as part of a larger-scale,
coordinated rebel movement61 – behaviour
that is typical of a broader trend towards the
fragmentation of armed groups in eastern
Congo. The most recent comprehensive survey
counts more than 70 such groups.62
Although Congo’s war officially ended over a
decade ago, armed groups are a continued
source of instability and abuses, and are
often able to survive through their illegal
participation in Congo’s natural resources
trade. In some cases local armed groups may
even have more credibility with the local
population than state security forces. Better
regulation of eastern Congo’s gold trade must
be part of the Congolese government’s broader
strategy to disarm and demobilise fighters –
in doing so, safeguarding local populations
against the future possibility of abuse by either
these groups or state security forces.

While Kun Hou Mining made payments directly to
armed men, the latter extracted taxes, often with
the threat of physical violence, from other producers
of the Ulindi’s gold. Sometimes armed men taxed in
complicity with members of state mining agencies –
undermining provincial demobilisation efforts and
local stability in the process.
Armed Raia Mutomboki groups operating along the
banks of the Ulindi made up to $25,000 per month
during the height of the boom. This revenue came
from illegal taxes levied on artisanal miners operating
the locally-made dredgers sucking up the river bed’s
gold, and is separate from the payments received
from Kun Hou Mining.63
Dredge workers who had been illegally taxed by the
armed men described how two of the Raia Mutomboki
groups operating on each bank of the Ulindi close to
Shabunda town in early 2015 – locally known as Raia
Mutomboki Kimba and Raia Mutomboki Sisawa –
demanded five grams of gold per dredging machine
on the 15th and 30th day of each month.64 They also
charged a mooring payment of $500 per dredge,
alongside other taxes. Dredge workers showed Global
Witness paper receipts issued by the armed men for
these “tax” payments.
Views of the threat posed by these armed groups
vary. Some local people told Global Witness that the
Ulindi’s armed men were largely “youths without a
real aim” who had been driven to fighting in the forest
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The Raia Mutomboki’s broader
use of Shabunda’s gold boom

Paper receipts issued by armed men to gold dredge workers
for “tax” payments.
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through lack of jobs and opportunities.65 However,
Congolese civil society and local media report how
the local population, river workers and local traders
have experienced arbitrary arrest, extortion, physical
violations and verbal threats at the hands of wellarmed fighters.66
One dredge worker interviewed by Global Witness
described how he had been whipped by Raia
Mutomboki men when he was unable to hand over
any gold. Another dredge worker described how
Raia fighters detained dredgers in makeshift prisons
in order to elicit money and gold in return for their
release.
Local people also told Global Witness that the gold
boom had enticed some fighters to stay in the forest,
from where they could prey on the gold dredging
activities along the river, rather than disarm. While
minerals are certainly not the only source of funding

for these armed operatives (other revenue streams are
available, such as kidnapping 67) sums like those on
offer along the Ulindi make predation on the minerals
trade an attractive choice for some.
The Congolese national army, the FARDC, has
undertaken a series of operations aimed at removing
the Raia Mutomboki from the forest, which have had
mixed results and reviews.68
As part of a wider set of activities the Congolese
government must urgently address the lack of
attractive alternative livelihoods on offer for local
people – as well as demobilised fighters – in its
attempts to integrate Shabunda’s Raia Mutomboki
fighters back into the local community. Whether Raia
Mutomboki fighters are youths gone astray or more
violent elements, the Congolese government also has
a responsibility to ensure artisanal miners can operate
in security and without fear of intimidation.

A dredge worker explains how armed groups
tax the gold trade
“This is the gold they extract out there [on the river
Ulindi]. [Shows gold] here is six grams. It’s like sand.
That’s one day’s work. That’s my salary. That’s 20%
[of what I got from the river], the six grams. I took
one day [to get that] – 10 hours. I made 30 grams in
production [in total]. So they gave me six.

I take care of it. When I’m ready to go home, the
gold is my savings. If I get 10 grams, I can sell four,
say, and that helps us. But I put six to one side
because I have left my children at home, and my
family. Sometimes they telephone us here: “We
are hungry,” it is worrying, and we send them
something. You don’t send gold – you sell that here
and send the money through.

Photo: Desiree Ruppen, BGR

The Raia [Mutomboki] have a base in the forest,
20 or 30 metres away from where we work. Every
moment they are with us out there. Every day.

Artisanal gold miners, Ulindi River, Shabunda.

They tax you: they called them ‘Quinzaines’ and
‘Trentaines.’ Every 15th and every 30th [day of the
month] you give 10 grams, because the Raia are
groups of rebels. There are Raias on this side, on the
left bank, and on the right bank. So they all demand
their Quinzaine and when, on the 15th, the left bank
Raia come and demand their tax, then the right
bank Raia also come and make their demand. We
have no choice but to pay the left bank and the right
bank, five and five. We pay five and five. The 30th
too – when they arrive, we also pay them five and
five, which makes 10 a month each group.”
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The dangerous life of an artisanal miner:
SAESSCAM’s neglect
SAESSCAM, the governmental body created to
support artisanal miners, has a mandate that
charges the agency with training and oversight of
artisanal miners. But individuals working along the
Ulindi during the boom were left unsupported and
exposed to extremely dangerous working conditions,
as they are in many parts of eastern Congo.

told Global Witness that on average one artisanal
diver dies every month from the work along the
Ulindi. Causes of death varied, from drowning
following the collapse of river banks to insufficient
air supply while diving for gold to being hit by large
tree trunks that roll along the river bed.69

When the gold boom hit the Ulindi, first-timers and
seasoned hands arrived in Shabunda town to man
over 150 locally-made gold dredgers that trawled
up and down the waterway in pursuit of alluvial
gold. Day and night, divers plunged off dredge
barges and into the river’s muddy waters, each
holding a large plastic pipe with which to vacuum
gold-rich sand from the river bed.

One dredge worker described how his 20-man
river-dredging team worked continuously in shifts
over a 24 hour period, six days a week, to gather
gold off the river bed.70 Eight of the men were
divers and would don cheap wetsuits to descend
metres into the river’s fast-flowing brown water
for hours at a time, their air provided by a flimsy
plastic tube held between their teeth that is
attached to the barge above water.

Divers and dredge operatives complained bitterly
to Global Witness that SAESSCAM had not provided
them with protective equipment, tools or advice,
all of which the agency is mandated to do. Global
Witness’ research reveals that this is the case
across North and South Kivu provinces. Instead,
Shabunda’s thousands of artisanal miners face a
high mortality rate. Workers on artisanal dredgers

The lack of both official Artisanal Exploitation
Zones (ZEA) and validated mines across the whole
of Shabunda territory – and elsewhere in Congo
where this is the case – renders the artisanal
diggers operating there even more vulnerable.
The state officially considers the activities of these
miners illegal, and yet they are taxed by state
agents such as those from SAESSCAM.

Failure of state agencies to manage
the boom and the gold sector
Weak provincial level oversight of Shabunda’s gold
boom meant unlawful company behaviour went
unpunished. Certain provincial authorities charged
with oversight of South Kivu’s artisanal gold sector
were themselves complicit in illegal activities linked
to the Ulindi’s boom, undermining domestic and
international efforts to reform South Kivu’s gold
supply chains still further.
Global Witness has uncovered serious misconduct
by three provincial mining agencies, including where
their staff have cooperated directly with armed groups
to illegally tax gold and, in a separate case, where they
have deliberately disguised the origins of high-risk
gold on regional export certificates.

SAESSCAM: the state mining authority
profiting from the gold trade alongside
armed men
Employees of the Shabunda branch of SAESSCAM
(Services d’Assistance et d’Encadrement de Small Scale
Mining), the Congolese government agency charged
with regulating artisanal mining, illegitimately taxed
the artisanal dredgers operating along the Ulindi
River, in some cases working in collaboration with Raia
Mutomboki armed groups, and made off with the money.
Global Witness holds a copy of a January 2015 letter
from a Raia Mutomboki commander operating on an
upstream stretch of the Ulindi which describes the
terms of an agreement between SAESSCAM and the
fighters concerning taxes obtained from artisanal
gold dredgers along the Ulindi.71 The letter, which is
addressed to “the Head of SAESSCAM Shabunda”, lays
out how in September 2014 SAESSCAM and the armed
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from artisanal gold dredging production (the taxes
collected by SAESSCAM). 76
The Head of SAESSCAM based in Bukavu, South Kivu,
Mr John Tshonga, denied that his agents in Shabunda
collaborated with Raia Mutomboki groups in a meeting
with Global Witness in November 2015. He officially
dismissed an allegation by Great Lakes civil society
platform COSOC-GL that SAESSCAM taxed dredgers in
collaboration with the Raia Mutomboki as “a fantasy”.77
SAESSCAM’s mandate states that the agency may
only operate in areas officially designated as Artisanal
Exploitation Zones (ZEAs). Shabunda territory did
not hold any ZEAs until December 2015,78 making the
agency’s presence in the territory officially unlawful.

Photo: COSOC-GL
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A gold diver on the Ulindi River.

men agreed to share equally “all taxes due from every
workplace where we use dredging machines”.
Numerous workers in the gold trade and local
observers in Shabunda town confirmed that
SAESSCAM agents took between 10% and 11% of
dredgers’ gold production on a weekly basis. Three
Shabunda locals with knowledge of the gold trade,
who wish to remain anonymous, confirmed that they
had seen SAESSCAM agents working in areas where
the Raia Mutomboki were present and with the armed
men, in order to force dredgers to pay.72
Global Witness estimates that production of all the
artisanal dredgers (not including Kun Hou) operating
along the Ulindi River was likely between 550kg and
720kg of gold per year.73 This is based on partial data
from SAESSCAM – which significantly under reported
the quantity of gold being produced along the river74 – a
Shabunda town gold trading house and interviews with
dredge workers. Based on Global Witness’ estimations
for artisanal gold production, and assuming they
managed to tax every dredger, SAESSCAM’s 10% tax
would generate up to $2.8 million.75
Despite these sums, South Kivu’s official budget for
2014 and 2015 does not record any revenue collected

In addition, a 2012 Congolese decree stipulates that
artisanal mining may only take place in sites that have
been ‘validated’ by the state.79 By his own admission
John Tshonga noted that the sites where the dredges
are found are “not yet validated”,80 and yet at least
25 SAESSCAM agents81 under Mr Tshonga’s control
persisted with tax collection in non-validated mining
areas, including those under known control of armed
groups. Mr Tshombe told Global Witness in November
2015 that validation of mining sites in Shabunda was
necessary to ensure traceability.
A 2013 PricewaterhouseCoopers audit of SAESSCAM
concluded that, 10 years after the agency’s creation,
the majority of their interviewees “did not recognise
the agency’s utility” and that the actions of the agency
in the field could be summed up as “contradictory”
to its mandate. The same report also recognised a
series of problems at the heart of the organisation
that affected its ability to function, including presence
of under-qualified staff, insufficient employee
numbers to fulfil mandated tasks and inadequate
budget allocation at a national level for the agency as
a whole.82 A September 2015 conference on Congo’s
artisanal gold sector held in Kinshasa concluded that
it was in a state of “total anarchy” and that, due to
lack of funds and the inadequate technical capacity of
its agents, SAESSCAM was not “correctly fulfilling its
mission in supporting artisanal miners.”83
In Shabunda, SAESSCAM agents appeared to be acting
in almost total breach of their mandated duties,
but were not controlled by the provincial director.
Individuals found to have neglected their duties must
be held accountable in order to deter others from such
actions in the future. The Congolese government must
take immediate steps to reform SAESSCAM in South
Kivu and across eastern Congo.84 The agency’s actions
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in Shabunda must be independently investigated and
findings made public. The Congolese government
should urgently reform – or else disband – the agency.

Disguising Shabunda’s gold on
official export records
While Shabunda’s gold rush kept SAESSCAM agents
busy collecting illegal taxes, representatives at two
other mining agencies, the Centre d’Evaluation,
d’Expertise et de Certification (CEEC) and the Mining
Division, were busy doctoring official export reports to
disguise the origin of Shabunda’s gold. In fact, this was
part of a much wider pattern of concealing the origin
of gold in South Kivu.
Gold generated during Shabunda’s boom, including
that produced by the Kun Hou dredgers, was disguised
on publicly available export records held by South
Kivu’s Mining Division. Global Witness’ investigations
reveal that artisanally produced gold that came from
areas with known links to armed groups, like that from
the Ulindi, was deliberately mislabelled at export by
authorities in Bukavu. This was to make it look like
it had come from legal mine sites, and so conceal its

high-risk supply chain and, in some instances, its links
to financing conflict and human rights violations.
Two contradictory sets of official export records
covering the same period in 2014 demonstrate how
this is done. The first show that in January and
February 2014 just over 70 grams of artisanal gold
exported from South Kivu came from prominent
high-risk gold mining spots including Kamituga,
Shabunda and Lugushwa. The second set of official
records for the whole of 2014 purport to show that
all of South Kivu’s artisanal gold exports came
from just one place: Walungu.85 Walungu territory
is home to South Kivu’s only validated gold mines
(see “ICGLR certificates: why they matter” box).86
The non-validated, high-risk mining areas had been
conveniently erased.
The pattern continues. The handful of validated gold
mines in Walungu territory have become the exclusive
‘origin’ of all South Kivu’s legal gold exports on official
documents, from where a total of 446kg was exported
in 2014 and 2015.87 If the documents are to be believed
the artisanal miners in the validated Walungu mines,
which at last count numbered a modest 250,88
produced all of South Kivu’s gold exports and the tens

An official receipt confirming the sale of just over 382 grams of gold to Alfa Gold Bukavu on 13 October 2014 signed by Franck
Menard on behalf of Kun Hou Mining.
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UN and other expert observers as a small fraction of
the province’s total gold trade.
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Franck Menard (left) at the formal inauguration of Kun Hou
Mining in Shabunda town in September 2014.

of thousands elsewhere in the province nothing at all.
In a bid to convince the outside world that all of South
Kivu’s gold is from mine sites considered “clean” by
the Congolese government, the authorities in South
Kivu appear to have deliberately changed the official
origin of the province’s gold. Even though mining
authorities interviewed by Global Witness openly
acknowledged that Shabunda’s gold rush significantly
increased South Kivu’s gold exports,89 and noted that
the increased number of gold export houses in Bukavu
from two in 2012 to six in 2015, was due to Shabunda’s
gold boom,90 Shabunda’s name has been removed
from official export documents.
By concealing the true origin of the gold, provincial
authorities directly undermine domestic and
international measures aimed at making Congo’s
mineral supply chains more transparent. These
actions, taken by the very authorities charged with
oversight of the artisanal gold sector, are likely to
discourage investors and companies keen to engage
in responsible trading beneficial to the state and its
people, because international companies cannot
currently rely on information about artisanal gold
provided by South Kivu’s state authorities.

Shabunda’s disappearing gold
While provincial authorities covered up the origin of
official gold exports from Shabunda’s boom, most of
the gold produced during the rush disappeared. These
significant volumes of gold should have provided
substantial revenues to the province, had they been
exported officially. Although legal exports of artisanal
gold from South Kivu have increased in recent years,
peaking at 356kg in 2014,91 this is still considered by

Global Witness estimates that together the artisanal
and Kun Hou dredgers produced more than a tonne
of gold per year, worth upwards of $38 million at
international prices.92 Technically, the artisanal
dredgers working on the Ulindi were not authorised
by the state because that part of Shabunda territory
is not covered by a ZEA nor validated (see “ICGLR
certificates: why they matter” box). However, given
that SAESSCAM and Mining Division agents were
taxing dredgers and their gold production with the
knowledge of the provincial government, the amount
of gold mined should have been officially recorded
and taxes on it passed on to the province.
A full set of production statistics for Shabunda’s gold
boom are not publicly available. In August 2015 Global
Witness and COSOC-GL wrote a joint letter to the
national General Secretary for Mining, Congo’s top civil
servant for mining, to request a copy of South Kivu’s
production statistics but did not receive a response.93
The problem is bigger than just Shabunda. NGOs,
journalists and the UN have repeatedly exposed
the huge volumes of artisanally produced gold
smuggled out of eastern Congo as a whole. At least
some state agents are concerned with the situation:
one member of North Kivu’s mining administration
told Global Witness in February 2016, “I’ve just come
from Walikale [territory] where huge volumes of
artisanal gold are being produced, but the state is not
benefitting. It’s awful”.94

Global Witness estimates that together the
artisanal and Kun Hou dredgers produced more
than a tonne of gold per year, worth upwards
of $38 million at international prices.”
Much has been written about the need to control illegal
cross-border flows of eastern Congo’s artisanal gold.
Although governments in the region have taken some
steps to harmonise minerals export taxes across Great
Lakes countries in an effort to reduce cross-border
smuggling,95 other areas for reform are needed in
order to reduce smuggling, including harmonisation of
regional royalty rates, reduction of provincial level taxes
within Congo and specialized enforcement in airports.96
More needs to be done to ensure that exporting
gold above board and through official channels is an
attractive option for those in the gold sector.
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Shabunda’s “conflict” gold
went to Dubai

Proper management of the Ulindi’s gold boom
and Congo’s wider gold sector requires careful
and responsible responses. Responsibility falls
squarely on the shoulders of Congolese national
and provincial governments. But Shabunda’s
gold is traded internationally and, as such, links
the situation along the Ulindi River to companies,
investors and consumers around the world.
Although the majority of Kun Hou’s Ulindi gold was
probably smuggled out of the country, Global Witness
has seen trading documents and an official letter
that prove that some of it was sold to a Bukavu gold
trading house and, from there, to Dubai.97 This means
that international consumers buying jewellery and
other gold products from Dubai, or firms that use
Dubai gold in their products, are at risk of buying gold
that has funded militias in eastern Congo.
Official records show that Kun Hou knowingly sold just
over 12kg of gold to Alfa Gold trading house in Bukavu
during the boom. Alfa Gold exclusively exported their
gold to Alfa Gold Corp in Dubai.98 Global Witness
understands that Kun Hou’s only mining operations
in eastern Congo at the time of the sale were on
the Ulindi River so the gold sold to Alfa would have
benefited armed groups.
The links between Shabundan gold and Dubai are
further confirmed by an official sales receipt issued
by the South Kivu branch of the mining authority,
the Centre d’Evaluation, d’Expertise et de Certification
(CEEC), confirming the sale of Kun Hou gold to Alfa Gold
Bukavu. The receipt is for just over 382 grams of gold
bought on 13 October 2014 and is signed by Franck
Menard on behalf of Kun Hou and by a representative
of Alfa Gold. When Raia Mutomboki groups wrote to
Kun Hou to thank them for the $4,000 and the two AK47s they addressed the letter to Franck Menard. That
month, all of Alfa’s gold was exported to their sister
organisation in Dubai.99 We now know that the sale of
the gold was just the tip of the iceberg.
When Global Witness visited Alfa Gold in Bukavu in
2014 we saw first-hand a Colonel of the Congolese
army attempting a gold trade over the counter. Alfa

Gold refused to buy the mineral as they said it was not
gold, but at no point did any members of Alfa’s staff
explain to the Colonel that it is illegal for a member of
the army to trade minerals.
Global Witness’ research confirms that neither Alfa
Gold in Bukavu nor Alfa Gold Corp DMCC in Dubai
published an annual report for 2015 describing their
mineral sourcing and efforts to identify and reduce
supply chain risks (as set out in the OECD guidance).
This is in direct contravention of Congolese law and
of the supply chain guidance for market participants
in the gold and precious metals industry in the UAE.100
The Kun Hou gold that profited armed men in
Shabunda consequently made its way into global
supply chains. Its final buyer is unknown, but some of
the gold may have made its way into the UK.
A British company, Alfa Gold Corp Ltd, which operates
out of London’s exclusive Hatton Garden area is a 100%
controlled subsidiary of Alfa Gold Corp DMCC in Dubai,
and part of the same group as Alfa Gold in Bukavu.101
This potentially exposes people shopping in London’s
best known jewellery district to a company linked to gold
trades that have funded armed abuses in eastern Congo.
Franck Menard and his colleagues must have known
about the laws and standards – designed to allow
responsible sourcing from high-risk areas – that they
were breaking in eastern Congo. During the boom,
Menard and Michael Wang both attended international
supply chain due diligence conferences organised by the
OECD, where Congolese laws and international trading
standards were discussed in detail over three days.102
Alfa Gold in Bukavu was not alone. Global Witness’
research shows that none of the six gold trading
houses exporting artisanal gold from South Kivu in
2014 or 2015 publicly reported on their supply chain
due diligence on the gold that they bought, let alone
to the standards required by Congolese law. This
leaves them exposed to the possibility that their gold
purchases linked them to conflict or abuses.103 All of
South Kivu’s official gold exports for 2014 and 2015
went to Dubai.
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JLT Free Zone Dubai, home of the DMCC and Alfa Gold Corp DMCC Dubai.

An employee at Cavichi, the other of Bukavu’s trading
houses known to have bought gold from Shabunda
and exported it to Dubai in 2014, told Global
Witness in a 2015 interview that his company had no
responsibility for “knowing where the gold is from –
that’s the role of the Congolese state”.104 This shows
total disregard or ignorance of the law.
In 2014 and 2015 Cavichi also exported gold to its
sister trading house in the UAE, Cavichi Dubai. Similar
to Alfa Gold Corp DMCC, Cavichi Dubai also does not
seem to have carried out required due diligence to
international standards on their supply chain.

In South Kivu, provincial authorities failed to enforce
Congo’s domestic due diligence laws introduced
in 2012 that require all companies operating in the
country’s gold sector to undertake supply chain
checks in line with internationally recognised OECD
due diligence guidance.106 As a result of the provincial
authorities’ failure to enforce the law, Kun Hou and
those firms who internationally traded Kun Hou’s
gold bought and sold mineral with impunity that had
funded armed men. As long as companies face no
consequences for breaking these supply chain laws,
Congo’s own efforts towards reforming its gold supply
chains will remain seriously undermined.

Global Witness wrote to both Alfa Gold and Cavichi in
Dubai and Cavichi in Congo, outlining the findings of this
report and requesting a copy of their annual supply chain
due diligence report.105 Cavichi in Congo was the only
company to respond. Its director Malgache Malyanga said
that “all the operations of our company are done with
strict respect for Congolese law” and that the company
only buys gold from “traders who have an identity card
issued by the South Kivu provincial authorities”. He added
that Cavichi in Congo was a new company, barely two
years old and set up “by the book”, that wished to be a
“role model, determined to make positive contribution”
to Congo’s extractives industry. According to Mr Malyanga,
several internal mechanisms had been put in place by the
company related to OECD supply chain due diligence.

Shabunda’s gold trade also shows that the guidance107
introduced by the Dubai Multi Commodities Centre
(DMCC) in 2012 requiring all DMCC members and
non-members that trade gold and precious metals
to undertake supply chain checks on the metal they
trade is not working effectively. As long as Dubai’s
regulators fail to ensure that companies like Alfa Gold
Corp and Cavichi Dubai operating in its jurisdiction
undertake robust supply chain checks, the UAE will
continue to act as a commercial outlet for metal that
is perpetuating corruption and abuses. And, gold that
may be linked to conflict from high-risk places in parts
of eastern Congo, the Central African Republic,108
Colombia109 and elsewhere will continue to find a
place on the international market.
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UN and NGO reports, such as Global Witness’ 2014 City
of Gold, have repeatedly questioned Dubai’s role as
a conduit for the global trade in high-risk gold.110 The
city continues to be one of the principle destinations
globally for suspect gold and its refineries are amongst
those at risk of facilitating trade in gold linked to child
labour,111 money laundering112 and conflict.
While authorities in Congo and Dubai have a
responsibility to ensure domestic supply chain

legislation is met, Chinese authorities overseeing
Chinese company behaviour overseas also have a
role to play. Recent Chinese industry due diligence
guidelines for responsible mineral supply chains based
on the OECD guidance provide a framework for Chinese
companies like Kun Hou Mining to use to undertake
checks on the gold that they produce and trade to
ensure that their operations are not linked to harms.113

ICGLR certificates: why they matter
A regional scheme set up by Congo and its
neighbouring states should also be clamping down
on harmful mineral trade and facilitating access to
market for responsible operators, but it still needs
to show its worth.
Congolese law stipulates that gold may only be
exported from the country if it is accompanied
by a certificate issued by the Centre d’Evaluation,
d’Expertise et de Certification (CEEC). The CEEC
certificate is supposed to confirm that the gold
is from a mine that satisfies the requirements
laid out by the Regional Certification Mechanism
(RCM), a due diligence scheme established by an
inter-governmental organisation of 11 states,114
the International Conference on the Great Lakes
Region (ICGLR).115
The ICGLR has set the standards for traceability
and certification of conflict-prone minerals in
the Great Lakes region. These standards are, on
paper, fully compliant with the OECD due diligence
guidance.116
For mines in South Kivu and elsewhere in Congo
to satisfy RCM requirements they first have to be
validated ‘green’ by a team of experts known as a
validation team.
Very few of South Kivu’s gold mines are currently
validated however and the validation process as
carried out in Congo has been widely criticised.117
More importantly, with the exception of the
Just Gold pilot project in Ituri Province, no chain
of custody system is currently operational in
Congo’s artisanal gold sector. Until a second Just

Gold project, or similar, is fully operational in
South Kivu (planned for late 2016), certificates in
the province will continue to be issued without
adequate controls in place. This report shows
that in the absence of a reliable chain of custody
system, individuals and companies in South Kivu
trading gold that is not from a validated site have
falsified its origin in order to claim that it is from
a validated site, acquire a certificate and export
internationally. In some cases members of South
Kivu’s CEEC know that the origin of the gold is
incorrect, but issue a certificate anyway.118
Such manipulation of the ICGLR certificates
erodes their value and credibility. It also serves
to undermine the ICGLR certification process
as applied to tin, tantalum, tungsten and gold
in Congo and risks undermining efforts of
neighbouring states. Gold traders and refiners
looking to buy Congolese gold compliant with
international supply chain due diligence standards
are unlikely to have confidence in South Kivu’s gold
and its paperwork.
The newly-appointed Independent Mineral Chain
Auditor (IMCA) must urgently address this misuse
of ICGLR certificates. If the IMCA lives up to its
potential, it will prove to be an important additional
tool for companies to carry out due diligence
checks. From their side, the Congolese government
must ensure that its mining authorities follow
the requirements of the Regional Certification
Mechanism and do not undermine the credibility of
a system that could, once properly running, play an
important role in establishing responsible mineral
trading across the entire region.
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Why all of this matters for
Congo and the implications
for international companies

Eastern Congo’s mineral wealth has the potential
to generate much needed revenues for the state
and Congo’s eastern provinces. A responsibly
managed artisanal gold sector could benefit local
communities for generations to come.
But as long as the artisanal gold sector is manipulated
by predatory companies, armed groups and
corrupt officials, the mineral wealth is lining the
wrong pockets. In this election year the Congolese
government must make eastern Congo’s gold sector
a priority for reform.
In addition, the recent slump in international
commodities prices has had huge negative
repercussions for Congo’s economy, which depends
almost exclusively on natural resources for its export
earnings. Government revenues have collapsed and
the national budget was slashed by 22% in May 2016,
despite the urgent need for money to pay for elections
that are due to be held in November 2016 but now
look likely to be delayed. Although gold prices are
beginning to rise after a sustained decline, and of less
importance to Congo than those of other strategically
important exports like copper and oil, a functional
gold sector is important for generating export
revenues for the treasury in this time of economic
malaise and important – though costly – elections.
Important decisions lie ahead for the national and
provincial governments. Revision of Congo’s mining law
is still on the parliament’s agenda – and with it come
opportunities to include supply chain due diligence
requirements into Congo’s central legal text governing
the country’s artisanal and industrial mining, and to
clarify the law around dredging. Donor initiatives such
as the USAID-led Capacity Building for Responsible
Minerals Trade (CBRMT) also provide openings
for improved and more transparent institutional
management of eastern Congo’s mineral wealth.119
New trading models are emerging that, although
nascent, have potential to pave the way for
responsible way of doing business in eastern Congo’s

artisanal gold sector. A gold exporter in Congo’s
Ituri Province recently took steps to implement
international due diligence standards as part of
Partnership Africa Canada’s Just Gold responsible
trading project that aims “to bring legal, conflict-free
artisanal gold from Democratic Republic of Congo
to international markets”.120 This is a first for a gold
trader operating in Congo’s artisanal gold sector.
For models like Just Gold to scale up and for a
responsible, transparent artisanal gold sector to
become the norm, the Congolese government must
begin by enforcing its existing mining and supply chain
due diligence laws.

An urgent role for the Congolese
government
Before wealth generated from eastern Congo’s
artisanal gold – like that along the Ulindi – can be used
for the common good, the Congolese government
must take urgent action to put its house in order.
Shabunda’s gold boom highlights how much is in
need of urgent attention by the state. As a first and
critical step, the Congolese government must address
impunity within state mining authorities. Provincial
authorities who fail in their duties to oversee artisanal
gold mining – or any natural resource sector – must
be held to account. State agents who abuse their
individual obligations should be investigated,
and prosecutions initiated against those found
responsible.
International attempts to conduct supply chain
checks on artisanal gold coming from Congo are made
all the more challenging when provincial authorities
act outside the law. Although companies buying
artisanal gold from eastern Congo have an individual
responsibility to conduct their own supply chain
checks, state-generated information about the sector
can inform a company’s due diligence. The Congolese
government at national and provincial levels must
take urgent steps to ensure that information recorded
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by state mining authorities is credible and correct.
Failure to do so will deter potential responsible
companies and investors from buying legally
produced artisanal gold from eastern Congo.
Finally, the Ulindi’s boom underscores the need to
develop comprehensive laws to cover river dredging
for Congo’s minerals – and enforce them. Uncontrolled
dredging along the Ulindi is just one example of this
increasingly common practise. NGOs have reported
how semi-industrial dredgers in Ituri Province,
formerly Orientale Province,121 operate in the same
legal grey zone as those in Shabunda. The provincial
Minister of Mines of the former Orientale Province
officially reported the same problem in 2015.122 The
UN has reported on dredgers that benefit an armed
group along the River Osso in Walikale territory, North
Kivu in recent years.123

International companies
and their obligations
Although the Congolese government at national and
provincial levels has much to do to address domestic
problems in its gold sector, companies right along
gold supply chains must also do more to examine and
respond to the realities of their sourcing practises.
Congolese law related to supply chain due diligence
means that where companies discover red flags, such
as gold that may have funded armed groups such
as the Raia Mutomboki, either through production
or taxation or otherwise, companies must work to
address these risks. They also have a duty to include
this information in an annual due diligence report.
As this report has made clear companies all along
the supply chain are failing to undertake robust
and meaningful risk management and annual
public reporting that includes specific detail about
identified supply chain risks and how these have been
addressed. To fully assess and address risks in their
supply chain companies must tackle a wide range of
issues, including the worst forms of child labour and
other serious human rights abuses such as physical
abuse or significant health impacts.
The OECD due diligence guidance makes clear that
responsible supply chain management should not be
viewed as an exercise in perfection – rather it is about
progressive engagement and improvement over time,
including when sourcing from artisanal and smallscale (ASM) producers. The guidance is global in scope
and not limited to just one geographic region.

However, many downstream companies appear
unwilling to face up to the often challenging realities of
upstream artisanal supply chains. In an endeavour to
shortcut to “conflict-free” status, several US companies
reporting under US conflict mineral legislation (Section
1502 of the Dodd Frank Act, which is only focused on
the African Great Lakes region) explicitly encouraged
their suppliers to withdraw from the nine countries
covered by the law, including Congo,124 rather than
remaining engaged in a responsible manner.125 These
firms appear to have opted to impose overly stringent
compliance requirements on their suppliers rather
than carrying out risk-based supply chain due diligence
as intended by the OECD, which would allow them to
engage in responsible sourcing from the region. This
approach is both counter-productive and irresponsible:
whole-scale disengagement from the artisanal mining
sector almost always has harsh consequences for the
miners’ livelihoods.126
Where end-user companies participate in industry
schemes to support their due diligence efforts, they
must ensure that these schemes are also actively
engaged in efforts to source responsibly from high-risk
areas like Congo, rather than simply avoiding them.
The Conflict Free Smelter Programme (CFSP) – a metal
processing company certification scheme which plays
a central role in many US companies’ responsible
mineral sourcing efforts127 – has taken recent steps to
ensure that its member smelters and refiners remain
responsibly engaged in the Great Lakes region. But
CFSP must do more to ensure its member metal
processors publish comprehensive information about
supply chains risks identified, addressed or mitigated
so that these can be understood right down the
supply chain, as recommended by Step 5 of the OECD
guidance. The current CFSP protocol revision is an
opportunity to do this.128
Efforts to engage international companies and promote
shared learning to establish responsible artisanal
gold sourcing are being developed. The Responsible
Artisanal Gold Solutions Forum is a multi-stakeholder
coalition seeking to learn about and address critical
barriers to the production and trade of artisanal gold
from the Great Lakes Region in a way that verifiably
meets national, regional and international laws and
standards for responsible sourcing.129The Public Private
Alliance also brings together companies, governments
and civil society to work to support verifiable and
responsible supply chains from the Great Lakes
region.130 It is only with concerted action from both
ends of supply chains, and at all the key points along
them, that the problem of human rights abuses and
conflicts fuelled by mineral trading will be overcome.
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Recommendations

The recommendations listed below are considered
the most pressing in terms of Shabunda’s gold
sector and gold supply chains as described in this
report. More broadly, the population of Shabunda
town and territory are in desperate need of access to
other productive livelihoods. Beyond the minerals
sector, a much wider ranging set of actions at both
national and provincial levels are needed to address
insecurity and improve infrastructure, in particular
road building and basic services for the population,
in Shabunda and across eastern Congo.

As long as the artisanal gold sector is
manipulated by predatory companies,
armed groups and corrupt officials,
Congo’s mineral wealth is lining the
wrong pockets.”

•

Ensure that companies producing and trading
Shabunda’s gold respect Congolese mining and
supply chain laws and undertake supply chain due
diligence in line with international OECD guidance
including annual public reporting on their efforts
as required by Congolese law.

•

Congolese authorities must cease the operations
of Kun Hou Mining – and other Chinese and nonChinese semi-industrial companies found to be
operating illegally – until they can demonstrate
compliance with Congolese law, including its
supply chain due diligence obligations.

•

Hold to account companies that fail to implement
the law or report on their due diligence efforts
publicly and in full. Where companies do not have
a website, the Congolese government should host
company due diligence reports on the national
Ministry of Mines website.

•

Clarify domestic law surrounding the rules of
operation and taxation schemes for mining
dredging machines at artisanal, semi-industrial
and industrial levels. Ensure that lists of dredge
owners and their real (or beneficial) owners are
complete, kept up to date and made publicly
available.

•

Renew efforts to revise the national Mining
Law and ensure the new law explicitly requires
companies to undertake comprehensive supply
chain due diligence that meets the standard set
by the OECD (this requirement is at present a
decree).132 This is necessary in order to ensure
that companies address all types of supply chain
transactions, including rights abuses and links

For Kun Hou Mining and its subsidiaries
South Kivu’s provincial authorities must stop the
company’s illegal activities along the Ulindi River –
and elsewhere in the province – and launch a formal
investigation into its operations. The company, its
partners and subsidiaries must:
•

Publicly declare gold production and export
statistics since the beginning of operations along
the Ulindi River.

•

Publicly declare the full extent of its funding and
gifts in kind to Raia Mutomboki armed groups
operating along the Ulindi River in Shabunda
territory.

•

Publicly declare taxes and other payments made to
the Congolese state at provincial and national level
since the company began operating in the country.

For national and provincial mining
authorities regarding companies
Many of the broader reforms required to clean up
Congo’s artisanal gold sector are outside of the scope
of this report and have been covered elsewhere.131
For gold supply chains from Shabunda and South
Kivu more widely, the provincial and national mining
authorities must:
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to armed activity, and not limit efforts to tracing
minerals to mine of origin. The new law must also
retain crucial conflict of interest clauses present
in the existing legislation that ban politicians
and senior army figures from owning mine rights
and explicitly exclude Congo’s army from any
involvement in the mineral trade.133

•

Enable artisanal gold miners operating in
Shabunda (and elsewhere in South Kivu) to work
in conformance with Congolese law and in order to
promote a legal trade in Congo’s gold by increasing
the number of artisanal mining zones (ZEAs) so
that they properly correspond with the areas
currently mined artisanally.

Publish on at least an annual basis, comprehensive
and disaggregated production statistics for all
artisanal gold mining taking place in areas where
local mining officials are present, including those
officials stationed in areas not officially designated
for artisanal mining (ZEAs).

•

In addition, the process by which artisanal mine
sites (gold or other) are ‘validated’ must be
urgently reviewed such that validation becomes
much more nimble, cost efficient and honest,
as long as validating mines remains a domestic
requirement. Mine site validation reports to date
should be made public.

For national and provincial mining
authorities regarding the activity and rights
of those living and working in artisanal
mining communities

•

SAESSCAM must be urgently reformed or else
disbanded. Senior SAESSCAM staff seriously failing
in their mandated duties should be investigated
and, where appropriate, prosecuted.

•

Where SAESSCAM continues its field operations
it must operate strictly within the confines of its
legal mandate and stop taxing artisanal miners
operating outside of Artisanal Mining Zones,
including in Shabunda. Where SAESSCAM agents
operate in gold mining areas they must support
artisanal gold diggers – as per their mandate –
with proper tools, equipment and training.

•

Photo: Global Witness

Provincial and national mining authorities must
take urgent steps to better protect the hundreds of
thousands of artisanal miners working in eastern
Congo and ensure that communities living in mineral
rich areas receive a fair and tangible return on their
mineral wealth while it is exploited. Specifically,
mining authorities should:

Shabunda town, South Kivu.
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•

•

Support local or community monitoring of mines
as a way of recognising and addressing supply
chain risks and preventing abuses. Authorities
should consider and respond to local and
provincial level monitoring reports in a timely and
transparent way. Local and provincial level reports
should be made public, as should minutes of Local
and Provincial Monitoring Committee (Commité
Provincial de Suivi) meetings, including being
hosted on South Kivu’s provincial government’s
website.
Where future gold mining/dredging projects
are initiated with companies exploiting gold in
Shabunda territory or elsewhere in eastern Congo,
the national government and provincial authorities
must ensure that good faith consultations are
held with local people in advance. This should
be done in accordance with emerging best
practice within international law, conventions and
business standards, including the UN Voluntary
Guidelines on Responsible Governance of Land,134
Article 15 of ILO Convention 169 and the Chinese
Responsible Mining Guidelines.135 Companies
considering such projects must avoid extracting
or sourcing resources from land where the free,
prior and informed consent of local communities
and indigenous peoples has not been obtained,
including those for which the extractor holds a
legal title, lease, concession or license.

•

As part of their independent due diligence efforts,
downstream companies including gold refiners
that buy, trade or manufacture gold should
support efforts to bring legal and responsibly
sourced gold from artisanal mine sites in Congo to
the international market.

•

Downstream companies along gold supply chains
must continue to engage in high-risk areas, using the
OECD guidance to help them support legitimate parts
of gold supply chains and cut out those which are
harmful. Companies must not adopt an over-stringent
interpretation of the guidance that entails avoiding
risk or boycotting particular areas: such an approach
is not responsible sourcing and will likely cut artisanal
miners out of the supply chain, making companies
responsible for negative livelihood impacts. Rather,
companies should use the OECD guidance to develop
strategies that allow them to identify and respond to
their supply chain risks in a responsible way. As the
guidance makes clear disengaging with suppliers is
only appropriate “in cases where mitigation appears
not feasible or unacceptable”.136

•

Companies under the scope of international laws
including Section 1502 of the Dodd Frank Act must
undertake rigorous supply chain checks on their
gold supply chains to have proper assurance that
the gold in their supply chains did not fund conflict
or human rights abuses in Congo or other high-risk
or conflict-affected areas. It is critical that these
companies do not rely exclusively on paper trails
or attempt to outsource this responsibility to an
industry scheme. They have individual responsibility
for the quality of their supply chain due diligence.

For international companies:
•

•

International companies, including gold traders,
gold refiners and manufacturing companies,
that buy gold directly and indirectly from Dubai
and other gold trading hubs must undertake
comprehensive due diligence checks on gold supply
chains and publicly report on risks and how they are
addressed in line with international OECD guidance.
While gold traded and refined in Dubai should
have the highest levels of due diligence applied for
reasons outlined in this report, all companies along
gold supply chains should conduct thorough risk
assessments on gold originating in other high-risk
or conflict-affected areas. These companies must
also publish annual reports in accordance with
the OECD due diligence guidance that describe the
steps taken to assess risk along the supply chain,
specific details about the actual or potential risks
identified and risk management efforts. Gold
refiners should also publish their audit reports as
described in Step 5 of the OECD guidance.

For Chinese authorities:
•

The Chinese Ministry of Commerce, the Chinese
embassy in Congo and the Chinese Chamber of
Commerce for Metals, Minerals and Chemicals
Importers and Exporters (CCCMC) should ensure
that Kun Hou Mining, and other relevant Chinese
companies, are aware of and implementing the
Chinese Due Diligence Guidelines for Responsible
Mineral Supply Chains in order to identify, prevent
and mitigate human rights risks.
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